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Discover, Translate & Accelerate
Bacteriophage Research into Targeted
Therapeutics with Clinically Significant Results
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A unique
opportunity to
get a 360 view
of phage as a
novel therapy
for altering the
microbiome.
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I’m excited to join fellow pioneers that
recognize bacteriophages and their lysins
are critical therapeutics needed in the
global armoury of antibiotics before the
post-antibiotic era is fully realized.
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Why Get Involved with
the 2nd Bacteriophage
Therapy Summit 2020?

CARRIE-LYNN LANGLAIS FURR, AMPLIPHI BIOSCIENCES

Phage therapy is a long-promised
technology whose time is now, and we
finally have the advanced tools to make this
promise a reality. At this summit, I’m looking
forward to sharing ideas with pioneers and
trailblazer in this exciting field.
YUG VARMA, PHI THERAPEUTICS

I’m excited to meet others in the ecosystem
of companies in phage therapy – the field
can only thrive through cooperation.
LORENZO CORSINI, PHAGOMED

The Bacteriophage Therapy Summit is
an exciting conference that transformed
me as a lay person into a highly stimulated
researcher, for all the nature’s promise for
our current problems.
WENDA GAO, ANTAGEN INSTITUTE FOR BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

www.bacteriophage-summit.com

As the opportunity of tackling antibiotic resistant
infections promised by phage therapy becomes a
reality, the Bacteriophage Therapy Summit returns
in 2020 to not only drive forward the translation of
phage pharmacology into the clinic but stimulate
discussion around next generation phage therapeutics
that harness different modalities and how this science
can be commercialized and delivered into the hands
of physicians and patients in need.
The Bacteriophage Therapy Summit is a specifically
dedicated scientific and networking forum for large
pharma, innovative biotech and research institutes
to capitalize on this re-emerging therapeutic class.
Focused on overcoming the unique translational and
drug development hurdles facing phage therapy, join
your peers who are accelerating phage research back
into the clinical mainstream.
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